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ABSTRACT 

Thjs study examines the method which Chris Carter employs in portraying the 

main characters of Fox Mulder and Dana Scully used during the first year of the television 

show The X-Files. Bern's gender schema theory (Bern 1981 , 1983, 1993) relates to the 

processing of information in gender roles. A content analysis of 12 videos from the first 

year's programs does reveal androgynous, or non-gender stereotypical characters, which 

Carter maintains he has achieved. Additional findings indicate Mulder, the male character, 

exhibits masculine traits of assertiveness, forcefulness, and leadership while also displaying 

feminme traits of tenderness and caring. Research reveals the female character Scully 

portrays both the feminme traits of tenderness and caring and the masculine traits of 

leadership and willingness to take risks. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction, Literature Review, and Hypotheses 

Introduction 

In the home-video release of the 1993 The X-Files "Pilot" the creator Chris Carter 
' 

stated in his introductory comments that he set out to create androgynous characters in 

both the female lead, Dana Scully, and the male lead, Fox Mulder. Typically during this 

decade females were still shown prin1arily in home situations with roles which were 

submissive to males. Males were still being shO\vn in traditional roles which portrayed 

them as aggressive and assertive (Durkin & ugent, 1998). Unlike the stereotypical 

characterization being portrayed in most programs at that tinle, Carter wanted to use 

androgynous characters which have both feminine and masculine qualities (Banikiotes, 

Kubinski, & Pursell, 1981; Bern, 1981 ). According to Carter, he wanted to reverse the 

image of the typical male and female role which had been considered the norm in 

television for decades. As such, The X-Files was introduced into a medium that had 

continuously shovm males and females in stereotypical gender roles. This research 

attempted to disprove Carter's clainl of having achieved androgynous male and female 

characters. 

First, this chapter will explain why Chris Cai1er's The X-Files was an in1portant 

transition for television. Next, this study will provide a review of the literature that reveals 

how television has depicted males and females over the last four decades. Additionally, 

th.is chapter will identify two leading theoretical media-effect paradigms. Bandura' s Social 

Learning Theory and Gerbner' s Cultivation Theory, and will suggest Bern's Gender 

Schema Theory as an effective way to study media· s effects of gender portrayal. 



The X-Files 

Described as a "lauded, respectable, and profitable prime-time drama" (McLean, 

1998, p. 2), The X-Files has established a strong cult following (Bellon, 1999; Bischoff, 

1994; McLean, 1998) which places the program in a position of influence to the viewing 

audience due to its top-twenty rating in the market share (McLean, 1998). By cultivating 

a social reality based on counter-stereotypical characters, The X-Files has the potential of 

greatly influencing the audience's view of gender roles and of sex-role stereotypes 

especially due to its high degree of audience involvement (McLean 1998· Morgan 1982· 
' ' ' ' 

Steinke, 1998). According to Bellon (1999), The X-Files reflects and generates concepts 

of popular culture. Television critics noted that Mulder and Scully had, in fact, crossed 

the stereotypical barriers to become androgynous and maintain these characteristics 

(Wildermuth, 1999). 

Later studies described Scully as asexual, or devoid of sexuality. Scully 

represented the rational one who respected and obeyed authority (Braun, 2000). McLean 

( 1998) described her as having little emotional relationship to her own family members. 

This lack of emotional attachment to family and rationality are counter-stereotypical traits 

for females. Wildermuth ( 1999) remarked that Mulder appeared feminine through his use 

of intuitive reasoning rather than through the masculine trait of rationality. 

Only a small portion of the population owned and watched television in the 1950s 

(Signorielli & Bacue, 1999). Today it has become the most pervasive mass medium with 

an unprecedented influential role in American culture (Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & 

Signorielli, 1980; Koivula, 1999; Knox, Funk, Elliott, & Bush, 1999; Neto & Pinto, 

1998) . According to the Nielsen's 1999 Media Research (World Almanac, 2001), 98% of 



the househo lds in the United States had at least one television set. In October 1999, 

Nielsen estimated that the tota l amount of television viewing of various age breakdowns 

ranged from 20 hours a week to more than 41. 

It is the effect that these gender messages along with the overall effect which 

heavy television viewing can have on people as posed by cultivation theorists that this 

paper addresses as it pertains to The X-Files. 

Relevant Television Gender Portrayal 

Gender Portrayal: 1950s 

Research on the effects of television viewing began as early as 1954 with Smythe's 

research that discovered that women were underrepresented on television (V ande Berg & 

Streckfuss, 1992). The traditional gender roles and stereotypes for men were that they 

were the breadwinners who worked outside the house while women were responsible for 

raising the children and maintaining the household through cleaning, cooking, and 

decorating (Moya, Exposito, & Ruiz, 2000). Research by Sherriff and Jarrett (1953) 

showed that sex role stereotypes and characteristics had already been firmly established in 

television programs at that time (Spence, Helrnreich, & Stapp, 1975). In the 1950s I love 

Lucy and Gunsmoke were the top-rated programs (World Almanac, 2001). In I Love 

Lucy both the women leads, Lucy and Ethel, were unemployed housewives who were 

generally incompetent in areas outside the kitchen or the house and both the male leads, 

Ricky and Fred, were the breadwinners and generally had to bail their wives out of all the 

trouble they made for themselves. In Gunsmoke, the male lead, Matt Dillon, was the 

marshal and the hero. The female lead, Kitty, was a saloon owner and her main job was to 

soothe the overworked marshal. 



Gender Portrayal: 1960s 

The top-rated programs in the 1960s according to the Nielsen 1999 Media 

Research were Wagon Train, Gunsmoke, Beverly Hillbillies, Bonanza, Andv Griffith, and 

Rowan & Martin Laugh-In (World Almanac, 2001). Wagon Train and Bonanza focused 

on male cowboys, who continued the traditional role of the self-sufficient hero . In 

Gunsmoke, the men were the aggressors or the protectors. Andy Griffith showed the 

sheriff as a single-parent trying to raise his son Opie with the help of his Aunt Bea, who 

was always seen in the kitchen cooking, attending church, or in a dilemma over something 

that Opie had done. In both Bonanza and Andy Griffith the men were portrayed as very 

capable of crossing over to what was pre iou ly con idered a femaJ dut_ . that of raising 

children. 

Personality traits obtain d from studi bowed little differenc from tho that 

were disp layed in the 1950 (Tu hman, 1979). 1ten were till hown a a gres iv and 

as crt ive while women were till portra ed a ub rYi nt. pas i . and em tional 

(Lockslcy. Borgida. Brekke. 1 lcpburn. 1980). R ar h r di CO\' red that ba i gender 

tereotypica l tra it for women continu d warm and ·pre i \: hile men v ere till 

competent and rational (Deaux & Le,,·i . 19 4). Wom n w r tiU traditionaU being 

ov rrepre ented a hou ewi c . underr pre ent d a work r out id th hom . and 

underr pre ented demographically. 

Researchers additionally found that fl mal were mo t often ca t in comic ro les 

while males were giwn the eriou role . Marital tatu continued to be an important part 

of the frminine gend r stereotype. t this tim mor than 50% offemales were married 

·th 660 1 1 d O1·1he mal s onlv 33% ,vere married and onlv 36% were \\'! 1 0 unemp oye . . , · 



unemployed (Tedesco, 1974). Although That Girl, starring Marlo Thomas, showed an 

independent career woman, most plots showed her strong interest in her fiance more than 

her career. Similarly the 1968-71 series Julia, starring Diahann Carroll, showed an African 

American nurse although many plots revolved around her role as a single parent. 

(Holtzman, 2000). 

Men continued being portrayed as the breadwinners in traditional jobs (Moya et 

al. , 2000). Although traditional gender stereotypical roles continued, researchers did find 

a small amount of gender role expansion in the area of male occupational areas (Atkin, 

1991 ; Ferrante, Haynes, & Kingsley, 1988). 

Gender Portrayal: 1970s 

Nielsen 1999 Media Research lists top-rated television programs in the 1970s. 

They included Marcus Welby. MD, All in the Family, Happy Dav . Laverne and Shirley. 

and 60 Minutes (World Almanac. 200 I). While the genre of tele ision programs certainly 

showed changes i11 this decade. research showed that change in gender portrayal were 

very fe w. Few women held jobs while those who did wer employed in jobs which gave 

them little authority (Mc eil, 1975). either of the wiw mothers in All in the Family nor 

in I Iappv Davs worked. In Laverne and Shirley both the 0U11g lead female characters 

worked, but only in a factory as line operators. thu howing no authority. The 

introductory clips to the show portrayed them a incompetent dreamers who could not do 

their job well. The young men in the show. however, were portrayed as ev n more 

incompetent than the girls. This was a counter-stereotypical portrayal for yoU11g men. 

Mr. Cunningham of Happv Days portrayed a successful bu inessman who had his ovvn 

hard\rnre store. Mrs. Cunningham., a housewife, was there to wait on him when he 



returned home after working all day. Additionally, Marcus Welby, MD had a female 

nurse. wluch served as a stereotypical woman's job (Busby, 1975). Dr. Welby, played by 

actor Robert Young, was always correct in his diagnoses. Interestingly Young, who had 

no medical degree, received more than 250,000 letters asking for medical advice from the 

viewers (Gerbner & Gross, 1976). This occurrence revealed the social learning effect that 

television had on the viewing audience as they were willing to believe what they saw 

through the medium of television as being the truth. 

While male and female personality traits showed little difference from previous 

decades, women were still shown as subservient to their male counterpart. An example of 

th.is servitude can best be found in a scene whereby a female policeman is knocked to the 

ground, and helped to her feet by the male policeman (Tuchman, 1979). During this 

period, researchers also found sex-role portrayals depicting women as having a lack of 

power in the workplace (Atkin, 1991 ). The demography of women still remained 

underrepresented and the marriage state of females was much more identifiable according 

to McNeil ( 1975). Bottomline, female roles on television continued to remain basically 

unchanged (Signorielli & Bacue, 1999). 

In addition, further changes are noted by media researchers regarding the depiction 

of women in television roles. Tedesco' s ( 197 4) research showed the portrayal of males 

continued as powerful and intelligent as well as rational and stable. Females were 

displayed with positive characteristics such as attractive, sociable, peaceful, and young. 

These attributes maintained the basic stereotype of both men and women at that time. 

Unfortunately, the depiction of women continued to show less intelligence and power than 

th · 1 t art While " 'omen were mainly depicted as homemakers and mothers c ir ma e coun erp s. .. . 



and men portrayed in employment outside the home, men were employed in a broader 

range of professions than had been previously noted (Ferrante et al. , 1988). Men and 

women also differed in terms of credibility (Fumham & Thomson, 1999) and importance. 

A prime example is that the man's career was shown as more important than the woman's 

(Conway & Vartanian, 2000; Geis, Brown, Jennings, & Corrado-Taylor, 1984). 

Busby (1975) wrote a composite of the main research that had been done in the 

early 1970s concerning gender portrayal as seen on television programs through their main 

characters. According to her summaries, research focused on how females were exhibited 

in television shows, commercials, and advertising. This portrayal of women proved to be 

primarily in home situations and submi sive role to males ( eggar. 1975; teenland, 

1990). According to gender re earch, ca ting of male · role as heroes and women's roles 

as \ ict ims illustrated the stereotyping u ed in tel \'i ion chara ter . archers 

theo rized that the male-dominated field in deci ion-making po itions. ometirn called the 

--gatekeepers" of the media. could ha Ye influen ed the recurring gend r t reotype een 

on television (Busby. 1975 . p. 126). 

Furthermore. research done in the 19 0 began to fi cu. not nly on gender 

portraya l. but al so on the ef1ec t the gender portrayal had n the vi wing audience, 

especially the effects it had on children. 

Gender Portrayal : 1980s 

Most researchers concluded that from th 1970 through the 1980s th re was 

rdat ively Ettie chanoc in data collected from m dia studies (Furnham & Thomson. 1999). 
• c:, 

ComprehensiYel:•;. men m:r till most often the tar of the programs. more often 

· I b t 1 more rational Females, with a few employed in h.igher status jobs. more v10 ent, u a so · 



notable exceptions like Claire Huxtable on the Cosby Show, continued to be employed in 

stereotypical jobs such as nurses, teachers, and secretaries. Furthermore, they were often 

identified by their marital status, were usually younger, more often victin1S, and more 

emotional (Busby, 1975; Durkin, 1985; Geis, Corrado-Taylor, et al. , 1984; Reep & 

Dambrot, 1988; Tuchman, 1979). The CBS series Cagney and Lacey (1982-88) broke 

many of these stereotypical portrayals of women on television. This story featured two 

female police officers who solved their own cases without male help. It was the first 

television drama to star two women. Holzman (2000) points out that after "a few 

episodes, CBS said the women were too tough and aggressive, ' too women's Lib ' and said 

they would only continue the series if (Meg) Foster was replaced. Meg Foster was 

subsequently replaced by Sharon Glass" (pp. 78-79). 

Being beautiful and thin have always been important in the portrayal of women. In 

the 1970s the public considered only 26% of women in soap operas "less than good

looking" (Downing, 1974, p. 132). In the original program of The X-Files. Scully's 

portrayal was definitely less than good-looking and illustrated a reversal of the common 

stereotype, which adhered to Carter's goal. 

Nielsen 1999 Media Research· s (World Almanac, 2001) top-rated television 

progran1S in the 1980s were Dallas, 60 Minutes. Dynasty, Cosby Show, and Roseanne. 

Dallas and Dynasty were based on rich families where the women did not have to work 

and the men were in control of all the wealth and family corporations. The Cosby Show 

successfully crossed the stereotypical gender line. Both Claire Huxtable, the wife, who 

was also a very successful lavvyer, and Cliff, the husband who was also a very successful 

obstetrician, shared care of the home and care of the children. In the Roseanne show, 



parenting was actually the primary focus rather than what the television world portrayed it 

to be. Although the parents were shown in stereotypical roles, the manner in which the 

mother stayed at home and cared for the children, in addition to the way the father went to 

work to earn a living were all seen in a realistic manner compared to any other programs 

during that time. The roles of Mom and Dad in Roseanne were presented as grouchy, 

including regular scenes of children fighting, financial problems, and parental issues 

concerning teenagers. This was the essence real world genre that has crossed over into 

the television world. 

During the I 980s, Geis, Corrado-Taylor, et al. ( 1984) discovered that the role of 

the actor was more in1portant than the s x of the actor to the Yi wing audience. When 

fe males were shown with power and status and performed male-orient d acti ities, 

viewers suppo rted them becau e their role required it. Th san1 r ult \.\ere obtained 

when the female to male ro les were reversed. I ng as the role called for pecific 

actions and the status and power \\'ere there for cro - tcrcotypical a ti\·ities. th viewing 

audience shO\-ved approval (Peever , 1979). 

It was during trus time that researcher began to notic ffi ct that ap operas, m 

particular. were having on it vi wing audienc ( chrag · Ro enfi Id. 1987). fo rgan 

( 1982) argued that tele\·i ion wa a trong sour e fi r tereotype . Other 

researchers (Seidman. 1992) reported that in mu ic ideo female v ere being portra ed 

in a less desirable manner in both behavior and through their occupation of v,:ait resses, 

· · · · d I d t l hor1e operator which perpetuated the dancers. hair stylists. fasruon mo e s. an e ep 

stereo t:,. pica! gender Yiew of females ju t a they had be n Yiewed in the paSt seYeral 

decades. 



Additionally, they were being portrayed as sex objects. Males were portrayed in a 

much more favorable light, but they were also portrayed in stereotypical jobs of soldiers, 

security personnel and policemen, photographers, athletes, scientists, politicians, and 

business executives (Seidman, 1992). This discrepancy from the real world was 

substantial. Demography statistics were inaccurate. According to Seidman's research, in 

the real world between one third to one half of managerial positions were held by women, 

one eighth to two fifths of the scientists were females, and more than one tenth of the 

Armed Forces of the United States were women. one of these percentages were 

displayed accurately by television programs. Atkin's (1991) composite of various 

re earch conducted in the 1980s revealed that the tele ision wo rld of fe male continued to 

difter fro m the real world . Furt hermore, tudie re ealed that the chara t rization of 

women continued demonstrating the underrepre entation of number, t reotypi al care r 

and casting with little or no authority in televi. ion r 1 . 

Gender Port raval: 1990s 

Minute. , Seinfeld. E.R .. and Who Want to B a ( \\ orld lmana , 00 I). 

Cheers showed the bar owner am as a woman-cha er" h e onl ambiti n in life wa to 

I \\·ait re_ e · how r on edu ated get the woman in bed. Worn n were 10,rn 

· I d J d t. wa put do,rn and dem an d wh ne er waitress. who occas1onal1y revea e 1 r e u a I n. 

possible. In the show Home Improvement. tereo typi al characteri tic of the fat her as 

· H . , he wa also counter-stereotypified at times when the breadwmner were shovm. O\\ e\ er. 

Ot-e\· t"_1hin'._1. Th' woman was ho\\11 as a stay-at -home-mom he generally made a mes , _ 

h b d de Eventually the plot line ,, ho had to put up with all the messes that her us an ma · 



al10wed her t0 go hack to school and become a psychologist. One important aspect of this 

show in gender portrayal was that the husband Tim tried to understand the wife and how 

she felt and would go to the "faceless" neighbor to get advice in dealing with the 

emotional side of their marriage so that he could understand his wife better. 

Juxtaposed to this shift in stereotypical gender portrayal in the 1990s programs 

were the commercials. Research consistently demonstrated that television commercials 

were showing both males and females in stereotypical gender portrayals (Coltrane & 

Messineo, 2000). The men were knowledgeable, independent, powerful, and successful. 

Women were young, sexy, submissive, and thin. Consistently, decade by decade, 

television has continued to provide male characters over female characters by a ratio of 

approximately three men for every one female (Kubey, Shifflet, Weerakkody, Ukeiley, 

1995 ). In the 1990s researchers began to notice that MTV (Music Television) was having 

distinct influences in personality characteristic changes. They also considered the media of 

television as a reinforcer of sex-role stereotypes (Seidman, 1992). 

While decade by decade little has changed in gender portrayals, the changes that 

have occurred have been small (Hetsroni, 2000; Kaufman, 1999). Researchers have found 

a causal effect generated by television on its viewing audience, based on the paradigms of 

social learning and the cultivation effect. Specifically, gender portrayals can have a 

detrimental effect on a woman's self-image and her goals in life (Ford, Vooli, Honneycutt, 

Case, 1998; Lafky, Duffy, Steinmaus, & Berkowitz, 1996). Not only does gender 

portrayal have an effect on women, but due to the manner in which children learn through 

· · · · I b fi · 1 or detr;mental effiect on their gender specific personality urntat1011. 1t can 1aYe a ene 1c1a uu 



( (1rn,·cs. 1999). and an also affect society in general (Ford et al., 1998). This effect fo r 

children and for some adults occurs through the area of social learning. 

Relevant Theoretical A roaches to Media Effects of Gender Portra al 

As a result of research such as this on gender stereotypes and due to concern over 

the effects which gender portrayals can have on the viewing audience, three theoretical 

paradigms part icularly concerned with effects of television viewing are being used: 

Banduras·s Social Leaming theory, Gerbner' s Cultivation theory, and Bern's Gender 

Schema theory. Social Learning theory is discussed first as it posits that one's social 

identity is derived by what one sees in the world. A boy sees a man's actions and that boy 

decides that the man's actions define what a man is or does. The world encourages the 

boy to adopt this social behavior. If he does, he is said to be masculine, based on gender 

schema. 

Additionally, social learning is reinforced by what researchers call the cultivation 

theory. Cultivation theory refers to a continual repetition of these perceptions and views 

until they become incorporated into the person's cultural or personal beliefs. However, it 

is Bern's Gender Schema theory that posits how these perceptions are internalized in order 

to be masculine or feminine . 

Social Learning Theory 

According to Bandura's Social Learning Theory, gender is not biologically 

determined, but learned through day-to-day exposure to existing social environments 

(Bradway, 1996; Bursik, 1998). Connell (Vigorito, 1998) believed that one's gender 

· · · · I ·d · R rchers such as Bandura and Hicks identity was the most significant socia 1 entity. esea 

have shown that children irrutate behavior and that they irrutate what they see on television 



(Busby, 1975). They pretend to be different things, like doctor, nurse, mother or father 

(Dietz, 1998). It is through the process of socialization that boys and girls are encouraged 

to adopt certain personality traits that make them masculine or feminine (Brownlow, 

Jacobi, & Rogers, 2000; Carothers, 1999; Dietz, 1998; Hibbard, 1998; Kamiol, 1998; 

Riggs, 1998; Wood, 2000). They then internalize these gender role stereotypes (Witt, 

2000), and decide from these visual images ho the hould behave as male or female. 

This learning process continues o er a p riod of ears Fung , Ma. _QQO) . Thu . 

television content may have a prominent place ind v I pin a 

expectations in life. ommon rituals and m~1h I gic ar · 

sociali1,a tion. which i. a part of . ial I arning ( 1cr nt:r · r ). 

Beginning in the early 19 0 . r ar h rs hav 

th 

realit y. or a reality ln · ,d n " h t th y ce n tch i i n po ·J t ti ' re I " rid . due 

0 11,.,...,n e · Mc in . _Q : Krnfrnan. I socia lizat ion pr cc ( ""' :\ r in t th 

cul ti , ation th ory. ma in! td vi ·i rn \ ie \\ in ' re tc f th r 'Jlity of 

,.. mainst rcamin . '' hi ~h an the \\·orld around them. therwi '1\.11 m 1 

I. 1- .1 ,. ' r .,ptit ru that I le, i ·i ·ommona Ily o out oo"-s or p " 
ult i, 1e ( :i rbner et al.. 

1980). Through main !reaming. tele,·i ·i n real it wn ulture fo r ,·iewer and 



produces a global community with a new reality and values (Gerbner & Gross, 1976; 

Gerbner et al. , 1980). This new culture can present a mean world view of everyday life 

where fear, distrust, and danger prevail (Gerbner et al., 1980). It can also provide a 

culture which can greatly misrepresent the real world in the form of population 

distribution of men, women (Atkin, 1999), and minorities; or in the form of gender role 

portrayal of men/male and women/female. Gender roles or stereotypes refer to the 

manner in which society expects a man or a woman to act or respond in a given situation 

as well as to certain personality characteristics for each sex (Holt & Ellis, 1998; Signorielli 

& Bacue, 1999). 

In 1959 Hartley and Klein studied sex role perceptions in elementary female 

students ranging from eight to eleven (Franzwa, 1974). The results of their study showed 

that girls chose almost without exception jobs that were stereotypical. Furthermore, 26 of 

the 27 planned to marry and have children and 24 planned to not work after they were 

married. Each of the results of this study mimicked the stereotypical gender portrayal that 

was perpetuated in popular television programs of the 1950s. According to Busby (1975) 

and Dietz (1998), research by Bandura (1965) and Bandura, Ross, and Ross (1963) 

demonstrated that children imitated the behavior they observed in the media. Additionally 

the research found minority and low-income children appeared more likely to model 

behavior witnessed through the media. 

Postman ( 1985) referred to television as having the purpose of influencing, 

teaching, and cultivating the minds and characters of youth (Bradway, 1996; Dietz, 1998). 

Parents educators and media researchers are concerned about the negative stereotypes 
' ' 

· · · · (B owne 1998) Researchers have that children might acquire through televis10n v1ew111g r , · 



found that television viewing and the influence 1·1 has over hild rful c ren are even more powe 

than the influence parents have on their children (Browne, 1998). 

Mayes and Valentine ( 1979) found that children even perceived cartoon characters 

as displaying gender-typed characteristics (Signorielli, 1989). Researchers have 

established that children know what sex they are between the ages of seventeen months 

and three years of age (Beuf, 1974; Durkin & Nugent, 1998) and how each should behave 

according to their gender (Signorielli, 1989). During the testing portion of research done 

by Beuf (1974), the children aged three to six selected pictures that were "O.K." 

according to what was acceptable based on society's perception of gender specific jobs (p. 

144) . However, when they were specifically asked what they would like to be when they 

grew up if they were a boy instead of a girl and vice versa, the girls mentioned jobs that 

\Vere acceptable at that time for males, but one girl told the interviewer that that job could 

never be hers because she was not a boy. Most of the boys, however, did not want to 

answer the question and one who did said he would have to grow up to be nothing (Beuf, 

1974). Thus, Beuf demonstrated that television viewing had a definite influence on both 

boys and girls concerning selection of career choices. Beuf also discovered that those 

children who were heavy viewers of television chose gender stereotypical jobs over 

conventional careers (Durkin & Nugent, 1998). While girls aspired to typical male 

occupations, boys showed no interest in doing stereotypical female jobs (Beuf, 1974). 

Television sends forceful and persuasive messages about society and its accepted 

gender roles and these messages are repeated, even though outdated, biased, or contrary 

to the family's beliefs, every day to children as they grow and develop. According to the 

d h h hildr · d in a society that emphasizes the differences based on gen er sc ema t eory, c en raise 



gender will easily and quickly process and organize information that they input concerning 

themselves based on the existing cultural definition of gender (Bern, 198 1, 1983, 1993; 

Steinke, 1998). In describing the difference between gender and gender role, Jackson 

( 1998) relates gender as being the cultural aspect that is seen and assumed by the 

individual in being male or female, while the gender role comes from the expectations that 

that individual believes he/she should display, feel, and think. 

Not only children but teenage girls are strongly influenced by the images of gender 

that are portrayed by programs and commercials through television viewing. Lafky et al. 

(1996) discovered that even brief exposure to an image has an effect on the audience's 

perception of social reality immediately after that exposure. They also found that showing 

gender stereotypical advertisements reinforced gender role stereotypes. 

These gender ro les are social categories of areas associated with men or areas 

associated with women. Feelings one has about oneself have an effect on one's cognitive 

development and one's gender schema perspectives (O'Brien, Peyton, Mistry, Hruda 

Jacobs, Caldera, Huston, & Roy, 2000; Raag, 1999; Smith, oil, & Bryant, 1999). 

Furthermore, perceived social constraints also have an effect on their gender-typed 

decisions, as seen in studies performed on children in their choices of toys (Lobel, Bar

David, Gruber, Lau, & Bar-Tai, 2000). Pipher (1995) stated that people ·s minds are 

shaped by the society in which they live and this can be an advantage or a disadvantage 

(26-27). Additionally, researchers have fo und that boys receive more negative feedback 

· · · h · I d (Raag 1999) Boys are much more rigid tor counter-stereotypical behav10r t an grr s o , · 

in their gender roles than girls are through middle childhood (O'Brien et al. , 2000). Girls 

· · · · · · d I th mature in age (Powlishta, 2000). These how mcreasmg flexibility m gen er roe as ey 



gender specific behavioral traits are known as gender-role stereotypes (Sandnabba & 

Ahlberg, 1999). By the time children reach middle childhood, they have acquired gender 

role stereotyping of personality traits (Powlishta, 2000). Part of this acquisition of gender 

stereotypes may be due to how children are treated by adults as cultures play an important 

part in social nonns (Lobel et al., 2000). As the adults continue to treat children in a 

stereotypical manner, they may aid in the children's socialization (Powlishta, 2000). Bern 

( 198 1, 1993) suggested that many of the decisions that people make in their lives come 

from the stress that society puts on gender stereotypes (Smith et al. , 1999). Pipher ( 1995) 

defined it as having two faces, the private face and the public face. In her studies, she 

found that adolescent girls tend to be themselves when they were alone, but the other face 

comes out when they have to behave as society would have them behave. 

Cultivation researchers have claimed that the average child in the United States 

today spends more time in front of a television set than behind a school desk (Funkhouser 

& Shaw, 1990; Gerbner, Gross, Morgan, & Signorielli, 1986). Since television is such a 

prevalent part of everyone's life and the main source of repetitive and ritualized symbol 

systems for the masses (Gerbner & Gross, 1976), it is crucial that the effects of the images 

that it exposes to the viewing audience, commonly termed media effects (Black & Bryant, 

1995), be studied. 

According to Potter ( 1993 ), while heavy television viewing has the strongest 

influence on watchers, even light television viewing influences a viewer through exposme 

· · · M ( 1982) believes television has not only to telev1s1on gender messages over t1I11e. organ 

. . . dover time (Lockslev et al, 1980; aclue\'ed a consistency m the messages conveye -

· ·d and powerful source of sex role Signorielli & Bacue, 1999), but also demonstrates a VIVI 



stereotypes. It is the effect that these gender messages can h 1 · h h 
11 ave a ong wit t e overa 

effect which heavy television viewing can have on people that thi dd · s paper a resses as 1t 

pertains to The X-Files. 

Cultivation Theory 

According to Gerbner and Gross (1976) by the time a child enters school he/she 
' 

has watched more television than he/she will spend in a college classroom. When Gerbner 

and other cultivation theorists began their studies on the effects of television viewing, the 

researchers focused their studies on stereotypes, on number representations of the real 

world, and on the perception of violence in the television world versus the real world. 

The findings revealed that the televised perception of the world encompassed more 

violence, showed underrepresentation of minorities, and an inequality bet we n the amount 

of male and female roles than in the real world. Furthermore ma! role wer iewed 

more favorably and had more authority. According to recent r earch pre iously cited, 

this is still true. Children judge careers on what they s that has been obtainable by boy 

but not by the girls . Thjs research demonstrates the effect of tel ision on societ ' 

percept ions. 

In the 1990s while women's roles were changing. m n' rol s were changing even 

less (Leppard, Ogletree, & Wallen, 1993). Content anal is studi perform d in the 

1990s continued to show men portrayed more often as ad ising and ordering with women 

· · · (K be t I 1995 · V ande Berg & Streckfuss, depicted as sympathetic and nurtunng u Ye a ., · 

J 992; Vest, 1992). In films Carroll ( 1990) found women as passive characters who 

. . d · ctive role who did the ordering and the portrayed sex objects while men part1c1pate ma 

) · videos con.firmed the perpetual 
accomplishing. Seidman· s research ( 1992 on music 



~tcr otypical portrayal of men and women. Dietz (1998) theorized that video games have 

the same socialization effect on children that telev1·s1·0 n and m · ·d d S · 1· · us1c v1 eos o. ocia 1zat1on 

de\' lops trait which define a child as masculine or feminine . This daily bombarding of 

images defines gender and gender expectations for the viewers. In the decade of the 

I 990 's the average teenager spent twenty-one hours watching television each week, less 

than six hours studying, and less than two hours reading (Pipher, 1995). 

In an interview on the video version of the pilot program of The X-Files, Chris 

Carter, creator of the show The X-Files, stated that his goal was to try to reverse the 

stereotypical characteristics of gender roles in the main two characters. Consequently, 

Dana Scully, the female FBI agent, has more masculine qualities and Fox Mulder, the male 

FBI agent, has less masculine traits. Scully and Mulder depict androgynous characters. 

Cultivation research has already shown that sex-role stereotyping remains more 

prominent in heavy viewers of television (Gerbner et al., 1980; Tan, 1982), in children, 

and in girls (Graves, 1999; Lafky et al. , 1996; Potter, 1986; Rubin, Perse, & Taylor, 

1988). Children even perceive stereotypical behaviors in cartoon characters (Signorielli, 

1989). The power of television on its viewers has received thorough documentation 

(Shrum & O'Guinn, 1993). Zernach and Cohen (1986) theorize a person recognizes three 

levels of reality. The first level consists of objective social reality, a reality which a person 

actually experiences. The second level illustrates a symbolic social reality, a reality that a 

· d' F. ally researchers suggest that television person receives from exposure to mass me 1a. m , 

creates the culture rather than displays the culture (Bellon, 1999; Geis, Brown, Jennings, 

& Porter, 1984 ). The third level of reality characterizes subjective social reality where 

objective and symbolic realities merge to form the reality that each person accepts as his 



or her own. Potter ( 1986) termed this the Magic wm· do d' · Th b' · w 1mens1on. e su ~ect1ve 

social reality encompasses the degree to which a vi·ewer belie t l · · t ves e ev1s1on con ent 

actually represents real life. Based on the social learning theory, Potter's Identity 

dimension states that people identify with the gender role models as presented on 

television. 

According to researchers, the importance of the social learning theory (Bern, 1981; 

Beuf, 1974; Morgan, 1982; Potter, 1986; Rubin et al. , 1988; Seidmari, 1992; Steinke, 

1998; Tan, 1982; Volgy & Schwarz, 1980; Zernach & Cohen, 1986) describes heavy 

viewers (Gerbner et al. , 1980; Tan, 1982), girls (Lafky et al. , 1996), and children as the 

most influenced group in their images about sex ro les. With increased television viewing 

arises an increase in acceptance of traditional sex ro les. Television viewing cultivates 

conceptions of social reality. Both stereotypical and counter-stereotypical role 

presentations influence how a person views the world and his or her own gender role. 

Even after brief viewings of programs with stereotyped women, teenage girls chose 

stereotypical answers in survey questions relating to gender role acti,~ties (Lafky et al., 

1996). 

Surprisingly, the fe male stereotype of today till focuses on the traits of 

dependence, submissiveness, emotions, sensitivity, nurturing, affection, ~ armth, and 

tenderness (Atwood, Zahn, & Webber, 1986; Braverman, Vogel, Braverman, Clarkson, & 

Rosenkrants, 1972; Geis, Corrado-Taylor, et al. , 1984; Goff, Goff, & Lehrer, 1980; 

111 1
3 

k C B t · & s1·1a· di· 1982· Witt ?000) Loo & Thorpe (1998) found the 
1v r us, rane, ems em, , , , - · 

· · · · d th h progress had been made in liberating traditional gender role unage remame even oug 

the woman since the l 970s. The male stereotype centers on the traits of independence, 



dominance, rationality, self-reliance, competitiveness, physical and intellectual power, and 

leadership. Bern ( l 981) argues people learn masculine and feminine traits through a 

process of sex typing called schema, rather than through the male or female sex. The 

researcher argues socialization patterns in the culture presented by television prepare 

children for their adult role. 

According to the Nielsen's 1999 Media Research (World Almanac. 200 1 ), of the 

99.4 million homes, which comprised 98.2 percent of the households in the United States 

with at least one television set, 35 percent had at least two ets, and 41 percent had three 

or more television sets. In October 1999, iel en e ti.mated the a erage of all the different 

age categories of people together totaled 28 hour of tele i ion i , ·ing a week. Of these 

difkrent categories of people. women 18 year and older pent th greate tam unt of 

total television viewing at nearly 33 hour a , ek. om n f 5 y ar of ag or old r 

spent more than 41 hours a week ie-v ing tel vi ion. T n fr m 1 t I 7 p nt an 

an:rageo fnearly20hours ofvie, ingper, e"k.a didchildr nfr ma t, oto 12. 

Massive te lc\·ision Yi wing. according t the culti ati nth ry. er at di torted 

perceptions of the reality of the world around th m. oth nvi kn wn main treaming. 

which can be thought of as commonalit of outlook pti n that t I vi ion t nd 

to cu ltivate (Gerbner et al., 1980). Through th pr of mainstreaming. t levi i n 

· · d d global community with a n w reality creates its own culture for viewers an pro uce a · 

and values (Gerbner & Gross, 1976; Gerbner et al.. 1980). Thi n ' cultur can present a 

. .. d' t t and danger pre ail (Gerbn r et al., 
mean world view of everyday life where 1ear. 15 ru · 

. . .d lture which can al o greatly misrepres nt 
1980). Moreover. mainstream.mg pro\1 es a cu 

. . .b • f men ,vomen ( Atkin. 1999). and 
the real ,vorld in the fonn of population d1stn ution ° , 



minorities; or in the form of gender ro le portrayal of m n/ 1 d 
e ma e an women/female. 

Gender ro les or stereotypes refer to the manner in which · t soc1e y expects a man or a 

woman to act or respond in a given situation as well as to cert · li am persona ty 

characteristics for each sex (Holt & Ellis, 1998, Signorielli & Bacue, 1999). According to 

Potter (1993), while heavy television viewing has the strongest influence on watchers, 

even light television viewing influences a viewer through exposure to television gender 

messages over time. 

Viewers oflarge amounts of television are more likely to believe the real world 

and the television world are alike (Potter, 1991 ). Researcher believe that continuous 

exposure to television stereotypes, values, belief: , ocial reality and olh r has th power 

to change the viewer's own values, belief: , and t r otypical iew f gender portra als by 

providing role models (Fung & Ma, 2000). Thi con tant expo ur could o,· r tim and 

heavy viewing of television programs lead the icwer to hange th ir p re pt ion of the 

rea l wo rld into the world of telc i ion . Thu . it becom the iaJ r alit of th 1ewer 

(l lawkins. Pingree & Ad ler. 1987; Grav s. 1999). It i uggest d that b wat hing 

television children will in'li tate what they cc becau e they grow and devel p by in'litation 

and mode ling. According to re earchcr . r le m del arc m r likely t have an ffi ct in 

the development of or change in gcnd r ter otyp r ar u ha pr judi e ( ra s, 

1999). As previo usly stated. ince televi ion image ha hanged very tittle in the last 

few decades, television may be contributin0 to the developm nt of om mi5tak n images 

· · · d der tereot)rping ( ignorielli. 1989). of demography of women and mmont1e . an gen 

i\ !ares ( 1996) suggested that people may be mistaken in their judgment of fact or 

· · · · · d that this confusion which can result in a tiction " ·hen it comes from telev1s1on ,1ewmg an ' 



~(1cial reality percept ion. is the cultivation effect (Shr 1997) Wh um, . en people base 

judgments fro m what they have seen they construct s · 1 Ii · d . • oc1a rea ty JU gments. Mares 

posits that the cultivation theory may cause source confi · · I nfu us10n, causmg peop e to co se 

fiction with fact. Lack of cultivation effect does not mean that there has not been an 

influence on the social reality of some viewers. 

Carveth and Alexander (1985) found the cultivation effect appears strongest when 

viewers watch television for enjoyment or boredom, otherwise known as ritualistic 

behavior. They posited people who frequently and ritualistically view television are the 

most vulnerable to the cultivation effect. The theory leads to the conclusion that the 

effects of cultivation as exempli£ed by viewers of soap operas (Buerkel-Rothfuss & 

Mayes, 198 1; Carveth & Alexander, 1985), in which the real world and the television 

wo rld merge in the viewer's perception; likewise, The X-Files has the potential to combine 

the two worlds, the real world and the television world, for its viewing audience. 

Cultivation effects on cultural reality tends to affect the more vulnerable groups of 

children, who spend more time watching television than studying in school (Funkhouser & 

Shaw, 1990), in teenage girls (Lafky et al. , 1996), and in heavy television viewing adults 

(Gerbner & Gross, 1976; Gerbner, Gross, Jackson-Beeck, Jeffries-Fox, & Signorielli, 

1978; Gerbner et al. , 1980). The cultivation theory suggests that television is the leading 

source for creating and reinforcing gender stereotypes and other social norms (Coltrane & 

Messineo, 2000; Dietz, 1998; Fung & Ma, 2000; Furnham & Mak, 1999; Gerbner & 

Gross. 1976; Graves, 1999; Signorielli & Bacue, 1999). Buerkel-Rothfuss and Mayes 

( 1981 ) contended that just as television distorts the real world's perceptions, television 

· A orted in their research on soap opera also distorts the viewer's own perceptions. s supp 



viewing, Buerkel-Rothfuss and Mayes' (198 I) results supported previous research on the 

social reality construct, which Carvetl1 and Alexander ( 1985) also defended. As a rule 

heavy viewers of television tend to accept and mimic televised stereotypical gender roles 

(Morgan, 1982). Research by Hawkins et al. (1987) and by Rubin et al. (1988) endorsed 

the findings by other researchers that television does affect personal perceptions; an 

example is the perception of the world as mean. Hawkins and associates disagreed about 

the extent of the effect which mainstreaming had on sex roles. The researchers felt that 

while the effect influenced beliefs about violence, mainstreaming proved I effective in 

changing beliefs about sex ro les. Carro ll (1 990), on the other hand. beli ed that the 

recurring images of women in the media and th sam can be said form n. may ha an 

influence in how people view women. or men, in r al life. 

The cultivation theory al o contains a p rtion all d r nan • ( ·arin. 1996 that 

rc!ers to the repetition of image that arc p rtra)cd through t I \ · i n pr ramming and 

have special meaning fo r th iev,er. or one \\~th \\'hich th \·i \\' r can ificall id nt ify 

(Gerbner et al .. 1980). The more ofien a vi \\' r ·e a gcnd r ere t) P rtray don 

television, the more that per on will ac ept th · imag a a ial reality. \\ h th r it i fact 

L)r fict ion. According to Gerbner et al. ( 19 0). th m r P pl n. 

the more they accept the realit pre nt d n the pr grams _)_ B id 

h . 111 t influ 11 db tel \ · ion· portrayal of ex children. the other vulnerable group t at 1 

ro le stereotypes is girls (Morgan. 198-). ocial I aming. g nd r h ma and cultivation 

. . t' , on the world realitv \'Cr u television all \\ ork together to change viewer per pee I \ e · 

. 1 .. h ,1· wer impact throug rcJlit\' . Gi\cn the potent1a 1or sue \ h t le\'i ion. thi re ar he r will 

. 1 · son The X-Files. cxammc gender portraya as 1t appear 



Bern's Gender Schema Theory 

Gender Schema Theory refers to the basis which researchers use to describe how 

children learn gender roles and how their perceptions of the e role guide their behavior. 

the cognjtive process a person goes through when determining th ma! n or femalene 

of that person. Through gender schema the I am the cultural difli r n that g nder and 

gender roles can bring (Bern, 198 I 1983 , 1993 ). nd r r le an refer t fc ling . 

bcha\ iors, or cognition in internalizing masculinit and femini ni ty Kurpiu . _Q 0). 

Gender roles arc expectations a ut what i c nsidt: rcd a r priak "ha,·i r fi r c h x 

Ii-am .,, ork. " hi ·h organi,c and dire-I tt 'undl'rst in mcomin • mfi m1a n that 

·, ·lor throu h a r f 

assnciat ions that th<: i,cr: n! ~ t: .. h ·.irs. l't .. that .Jlc d le • r 

k111i 11 i11<: truit (I arscn & .·ciJm .. rn. I 

St ril.! ht . _000) thr u , 1t th<: . hcnw. :\ · ·ordin t I ·m and he I I I : I I • I 

·1 tr.u, r 1hr u •h ,,h ·h I L' \: . _000 ). l.! l.'. 11 I ·r s ·h ·m.n i:- r ~i t<: J tl) l .. } ht ·r )r . le\\ 

infrmnat il,11 is Sl ncJ. nr 1 ,111i1cJ. an oder an .1 d t 

- - A ' k fl( \\ k:<l t; f . . . . . I J . , . . )\\ l •<l 1._, . f mak a.uu ,,·r \J . 1111Jnsta11J1m! 111I )mlnt1111 111 · u 111g on . I t" 

l't al. . ~000: .'la, kin · .'trig.h t. - 00 · 

. . 
1 

. , . ) ·i ,J that • :-. r l), • iJ.:ntit: \\ a · 
that i~ an a ·quir ·d : clf-·L n·cpt. lfo tb 11 th ·ir 11 n .. 



based on a relationship of sex ro le stereotypes and sex role attributes (Storms, 
1979

). 

According to Hudak O 993), Bern's Gender Schema Theory demonstrates the tendency of 

a person to use gender as a primary schema as it is linked very closely to his/her self

concept. Additionally, Bern posited that many of the gender behavior choices that one 

makes is based in part by the cultural expectations of one's gender (Smith et al. , 1999). 

Studies show that there is some evidence that people are rewarded for following accepted 

norms for gender stereotypes or punished when they deviate from the accepted societal 

sex roles (O'Leary & Donoghue, 1978). The schema is a construct for understandino and 
t:, 

processing information that is received and organizing it internally (Hudak, 1993). 

Accord ing to Halpern (1985), stereotypes are the working equivalent of schemas (Hudak, 

I 993). 

From the moment parents know the sex of an unborn baby, they are on the road to 

teach gender role self-perception to that child (Dietz, 1998; Oliver, Sargenti, & Weaver, 

1998). Girls' rooms and clothing are pink while boys' room and clothing are blue. Dolls 

and quiet toys like tea sets or tiny kitchen appliances are chosen for girls. oisy toys, 

such as wind-up boats for the bathtub, toys that can be pounded on with a hammer, or 

loud guns are chosen for boys (Raag, 1999). As soon as a baby is born, he/she is faced 

,vith the concept of gender. According to Kohlberg (1966), a child has to acquire certain 

awareness of oender before their social experiences will influence them (Helwig, l 998). 
t, 

Children often internalize gender role portrayals through reading books, 

· · · ·d ·ct o games movies or other avenues magazines, and catalogs, as well as v1eW1ng v1 eos, vi e , ' 

· hi , t 1 ·sion represents a symbolic social offered through the media of television. Int s wa) e ev1 

. . • t children's lives since the reality. Studies show that telev1s1on has a large unpac on 



majority return home fro m school to spend leisure r hin 
- une watc g programs on television 

(Witt. 2000). Through watching television programs child · h M . . 
, ren acqurre t e ag1c Wmdow 

dimension (Potter, 1986), which encompasses the new g d · liza • en er soc1a tJon as well as 

having their own gender impressions reinforced. Children watch after-school 

programming which irlcludes soap operas, cartoons, and various other syndicated 

programs, such as The X-Files, now shown on a daily basis. As stated in Witt's research, 

children who do not watch television have less stereotypical views of gender role 

perceptions while children who do view television with non-traditional gender roles 

generally have non-traditional gender role perceptions. Television reirlforces and changes 

the way children perceive approved societal views of gender roles, values, and self-esteem 

(Browne, 1998). Bern (1981, 1983) has argued that children process cultural gender 

information on television and media programming material. 

Television influences the socialization of gender roles and gender stereotypes 

associated with the schemata as it pertains to human interaction (Browne, 1998). 

According to Bern's Gender Schema Theory, once girls internalize the gender identities as 

portrayed by the symbolic social reality of television, females begin to identify themselves 

with those standards (Steinke, 1998). These perceptions of gender role identities have a 

lasting effect on the marmer in which the adult female will live her life. Although boys' 

lives change, girls' lives transform more through this internalization of gender portrayal. 

Frequency of exposure and the age at which the exposure occurs make up two of the key 

conditions for creating gender schema changes. 

W 1999) Researchers' studies, 
The schema is separate from sex (Kirtley & eaver, · 

87) I ears before show that there 
such as those done by Bern ( 1993) and Eagly ( 19 severa Y ' 



arc two main constructs behind gender schema co 1 . 
' mmuna traits and agentic traits. These 

traits can be measured by using the long or short for f B S 
m O em ex Role Inventory (BSRI, 

BSRJ-SF; Bern. 1974, 1981) or the Personal Attributes Quest" · (PAQ S 10nnarre ; pence & 

Helmreich. 1978; Marusic & Bratko, 1998, Conway & Vartanian, 2000; Spence, 

Helmreich, & Stapp, 1975). 

Communal traits are those that demonstrate that the person prefers sharing, 

communicating; showing selflessness, affection, and helpfulness; sensitive and nurturing 

(Kirtley & Weaver, 1999; Eagly, 1987; Gianakos, 2000; Knox et al. , 1998; McCreary, 

Newcomb, & Sadava, 1998). The communal traits are generally associated with females 

because they are more likely than males to express emotions (Oliver et al. , 1998). These 

attributes are considered basic features of the gender stereotype (Conway & Vartanian, 

2000) . Lobel, Gewirtz, Pras, Shoeshine-Rokach, & Ginton (1999) demonstrated that 

gender and self-perception were related to the acquisition of traditionally masculine and 

feminine traits (Knox et al., 1998). 

The second is composed of agentic traits where the person prefers a dominating 

and assertive form of communication and is goal oriented. Agentic traits are used to 

improve personal status more than personal liking (Hibbard, 1998). The agentic traits are 

generally associated with males (Kirtley & Weaver, 1999; Eagly, 1987; Gianakos, 2000; 

McCreary et al. , 1998). These gender schema processes are closely related to the 

lf d d. d aids a person in the cognitive development of one's self-concept, se -un erstan mg, an 

. . 1999) Stereotypes are the working and behav10ral processes (Kirtley & Weaver, · 

ld be d nstrated through traits such as 
eq uivalent of schemas (Hudak, 1993) and wou emo 

. . . d If-confidence (Conway & Vartanian, 
assertiveness, independence, compet1t1veness, an se 



~()00. \ k( n.:-,lf) ct al.. 1998). l ludak ( 1993) al . d h 
so pos,tc t at the se lf-perception that a 

r 'f'-('11 ha ma\ aL o a Oect the way in which others • d · are perceive . In addition, 

tcrcntYping also is an important aid in social percept" (Kn 
1 · · ion ox et a ., 1998). 

/\ great deal of evidence suggests women do not h . possess as muc social status or 

cred ibility as men do in American society (Bradley 1981) Wo t d . , . men en to suppress 

certain traits when sex ro le demands require them to behave outside their cluster of traits. 

Because masculine traits receive more value than feminine traits, women appropriately 

acquire masculine traits when the appropriate situation occurs. According to research by 

Ge ller & Hobfoll (1993), if a woman desires professional success, the female must free 

her elf of the characteristics of warm and expressive and acquire the characteristics of 

competent and powerful. Also, some researchers have theorized individuals can possess 

both masculine and feminine qualities (Banikiotes et al. , 1981; Bern, 1981) known as 

androgyno us characteristics. Today, the androgynous individual emerges as the ideal role 

model for contemporary society (Bern & Lenney, 1976). Chris Carter, creator of The X

Files, believes he has created in the characters of Scully and Mulder androgynous traits. 

According to Bem's studies on gender schema, there are persons who have both 

express ive, or communal, and instrumental, or agentic, characteristics (Bern, 1981 ). Both 

men and women are believed to internalize both the masculine and feminine gender traits 

as they develop their self-concepts (Knox et al., 1998; Marusic & Bratko, 1998; McCreary 

et al., 1998). These people are labeled as androgynous. Some researchers have shown 

· · · b h J · -- lly better adjusted (Banikiotes, et al, that androgynous 111d1v1duals tend to e psyc o ogica 

198 I) and have higher self-esteem (Marusic & Bratko, 1998). However, some 

researchers have shown that masculine traits are valued more than feminine traits (Conway 



& Vartanian. 2000; Hudak, 1993; Knox et al 1998· L bel 
1 ·, , o et a. , 1999; McCreary et al. , 

J 998) and that gender ro le reversal is more acceptabl · c. 1 h • • . 
e m 1ema es t an 1t 1s m males. 

Additionally, research has shown evidence that accord' t 11 d , mg o co ege stu ents, the 

perceptions of gender role have not changed since the 1970s (Holt & Ellis, 1998). These 

gender differences exist despite all the progress that has been accomplished by the feminist 

movement (Blustain, 2000). 

Bern's listing of masculine and feminine traits has been discussed extensively by 

many researchers (Conway & Vartanian, 2000; Hudak, 1993; Knox et al., 1998; Lobel et 

al. , 1999; McCreary et al., 1998; Pedhazur & Tetenbaum, 1979) as have the traits of being 

androgynous. Researchers do agree that being androgynous indicates that a person has 

both masculine and feminine traits. The person would be assertive and yielding or 

instrumental and expressive (Hudak, 1993), both opposite ends of the male/female 

characteristic measuring stick. Androgynous subjects have incorporated both the 

masculine schema and the feminine schema in their self-schema concept (Markus, Crane, 

Bernstein, & Siladi, 1982). The androgynous sex-role represents the alternative to the 

traditional sex role stereotype (Peevers, 1979; Slavkin & Stright, 2000). It is through the 

gender schema that a person accepts or rejects traits and attributes that make him/her male 

or female. 

An androgynous conception of sex role maintains each sex will cultivate some of 

the traits usually associated with the other gender in traditional sex role definitions (Gump, 

1972). Women, for example, described as warm, expressive, affectionate, gentle, soft

spoken, helpfu l. kind, and sympath tic, will acquire some of the men's descriptions of 

. · adventurous perseverance, self-competence, power, self-assertiveness, aggressiveness, ' 



rclwncc . . cl f-c_11f1icirncy. amhitiou. ncss and indep d (E · n ence ,agly. 1987; GeUer & 

H0 hf1~11. 1 <NJ : I ocksley et al.. 1980; Oakley 1972) Tl · d 1. . . 
' · 11s ua 1ty of gender traits 1 

tcnncd p. ychological androgyny (Bern, 1981 · Bern & L 19 . . ' enney, 76, Spence, Helmretch, 

& . tapp. 1975). meaning individuals of both sexes manifest rugh levels of both ma culine 

and feminine sex ro le orientations. 

ccord ing to Shrum (1996), Gerbner's contention states television provides one of 

the most powerful socializing forces in today's society, and a person's perception of the 

world. social beliefs, and values emerge distorted and replaced by heavily viewing 

television. Shrum and O'Guinn (1993) suggested a social reality receives acceptance 

more readily by those who view television often. Cultivation theorists have postulated 

gender role bias in television programming has a mainstreaming effect on people. 

Television viewing cultivates conceptions of social reality through both stereotypical and 

counter-stereotypical role presentations. Potter (1986) described the Magic Window 

dimension as the degree to which a viewer believes that television content is a true and 

unaltered. representation of actual life. Children receive the greatest influence (Durkin, 

1985) as they view television as a magic window in which truth abounds to the child 

(Potter, 1986). Likewise, girls obtain enonnous influences in their images by television 

sex ro les (Potter, 1986; Rubin et al. , 1988; Lafky et al. , 1996). Cited by Kubey et al. 

(1995 ), research shows television content affects children's perceptions of stereotypes, 

especially negative ones. Adults also develop susceptibility to belief in the Magic Window 

construct. When adult television viewers believe the Magic Window dimension, they 

. . . a-: t Images of sex roles also affect heavy 
display strong vulnerability to the cult1vat10n euec · · 

. & G 1976· Gerbner et al. , I 980) . 
\ 11.:\\ ers of television (Morgan, 1982; Gerbner ross, , 



The second dimension, termed the Instruction d. . . 
unens1on, concerns the viewer's 

belief that televisio n instructs, informs and teaches moral val Th hird d. · 
' ues. e t unens1on, 

caUed the Identity dimension, refers to the degree which the · I t 
1 

· · viewer re a es te evision 

content to his/her own life possibilities (Potter 1986) Accordm· g t p tt · h , • o o er, viewers w o 

rate higher on the Identity dimension readily accept what they observe on television as 

truth. 

Once the child has developed a gender schema and this schema has been 

internalized, everything he/she is exposed to is filtered through those gendered perceptions 

and it influences choices that are made throughout life. Gender schema is a predictor of 

att itudes and behaviors that the person will exhibit during his/her lifetime (Bern, 1981 ). 

Frequency of exposure to role models reinforces the stereotypical gender perceptions that 

are already in place. These perceptions are resistant to new and contradictory information 

to which the child may be exposed (Steinke, 1998). These social patterns in all cultures 

are there to aid the child in preparing for his/her adult role. (Warfel, 1984). Thus, there is 

concern over the impact that television's sex-stereotyped portrayals can have on the 

development of the viewer's sex-roles (Goff, Gofl: & Lehrer, 1980). One theory which 

offers an explanation of how the presence of stereotyped portrayals could affect the 

development, change, or maintaining of attitudes, knowledge, or behavior of children 

(Graves, 1999) is the cultivation theory. Cultivation theorists argue cultural defining of 

. . . . 1 . t television Gerbner's theory of mconung information emerges throug 1 exposure o · 

. . . . . · f h t dominant socializing forces in American cu lt1vat1on pomts to telev1s1on as one o t e mos 

·oci ty (Gerbner & Gross. 1976). 



Bellon ( 1999) describes Scully's androgynous 1 b. · hi! 
ro e as o ~ective w e attempting to 

change Mulder· s perspectives on the cases Scully's telev· · 1 h · 1s1on ro e represents t e 

authority of the government , thus demonstrating the masculine image. According to 

Bellon·s studies on scripts of The X-Files, Scully' s aggressive and objective character 

often rescues Mulder. She presents the unemotional analysis of the cases. 

While Scully uses her intellect when solving a case, Bellon states Mulder uses his 

intuition, a characteristic usually attributed to women. Bellon states his research shows 

that Mulder represents the emotional side. Both Mulder and Scully cross society's 

stereotypical barriers in their roles on The X-Files. 

The research will, therefore, investigate Chris Carter's gender goals of achieving 

androgynous characters by compiling a content analysis of the 12 The X-Files episodes 

fro m the first year's production that were released on home-video . This research 

investigates gender portrayal of both roles to demonstrate Carter's success in obtaining 

androgynous characteristics in Scully and Mulder. Thi study's hypotheses assume the 

portrayal of both Scully and Mulder does not noticeably depict count r-stereotypification. 

Through the visibility of television programs and music videos. the importance of this 

research relates to the influence on the psychological development of gender role behavior 

guidelines which role models possess (Bem. 198 1; Browne, 1998). The hypotheses 

employ the following characteristics: 

Hypothesis 1: The female ro le, Scully, will perform more interpersonal/relational 

actions than the male role. 

I Iypothesis 2: The male character. Mulder, will perfo rm more forceful act ivities 

than the fema le character. 



Hypothesis 3: Scully's wardrobe will cons· t . il 
is pnmar y of women 's wear. 

I-I:n1othesis 4: Scully will receive more J·ob- 1 t d d h . re a e or ers t an she gives. 

Hypothesis 5: Mulder will correct Scully's kno 1 d f . . w e ge o occupational affairs more 

than she corrects him. 

Hypothesis 6: Mulder will drive the car more when the t fth h wo o em are toget er. 

In a study of popular films during the period of 1970 through 1990, Simpson 

(1993) found that during this 20-year period, although the opportunities for women to 

rescue men increased, men rescued women twice as often. The following hypothesis 

monitors this gender role representation. 

Hypothesis 7: Mulder will save Scully more often than she rescues him. 

This research, couched in social learning, cultivation, and gender schema theories, 

maintains television boasts a powerful culture builder fo r society and has a strong 

influence on a person's gender role perception (Browne, 1998; Dietz, 1998; Durlcin & 

Nugent, 1998; Witt, 2000). The high number of hours which people spend watching 

television suggests television provides a strong source of cultural realities (Shrum & 

O'Guinn, 1993; Zemach & Cohen, 1986) and greatly influences a person's gender schema. 

According to Bern ( 1981 ), young males and females acquire a gender schema, sex-specific 

self-concepts, skills, and personality attributes based on the current culture 's definition. 

Therefore, The X-Files has the potential to affect the viewer's perception of his/her gender 

schema. 



CHAPTER2 

Methods 

One of the first uses of content analysis in sex-role port rayal research began with 

McArthur and Resko in 1975 (Fumham & Mak, 1999). Researchers have continued to 

use content analyses (Co ltrane & Messineo, 2000; Franzwa, 1974; Gerbner & Gross, 

1976; Tedesco, 1974; Vest, 1992) as it represents a co llection method which provides 

deta iled descriptions of gender portrayals in area of quantity and quality (Kolbe & 

Langefeld , 1993). Therefore, a content analy is is u d to provide th quant it , of male 

tra its, or agentic traits, displayed by the male chara t r uld r and fi ma! hara t ri tic , 

or communal tra its, displayed by the fi ma! chara t r ull • th y ar d 

thro ughout the 12 program on ideo tape rclc ·d fr m th 

Sam le 

As the researcher i attcmptinu t di pr ,·e pr du er hri art r laims tJwt 

in Th 

that \\'t: rc made a\'ailablc on h me-,·ide fi rm th 

the ·tudy. The fi rst year \, as el ted fi rte ting 'hri 'artcr w ul be 

. I hara t r d Ye! pment. p pular Lit ratur adhere to a11dro11rno us trait m ear ' o . 
fth 

time aid that te levision till clung t t re I ) i aJ fi minin 
\' ... 

Falls ... "Th ··Pilot." ·-oeep Throat: · "Fallen Angel." ··J e ... ·· · n uit. .. "Darkn 

Erlenmeyer Fbsk: · "Squeeze ... ··Toorn-: · ··B . 
.. an -- E. B. _ .. firm th· 12 



Student coders 

The researcher and a graduate student code h 
r were c osen to count the occurrences 

of gender characteristics displayed. Both coders we c: mili. · h B , 
re 1a ar wit em s gender schema 

theory and methods of coding gender portrayal in videos Th ti · · · . ere ore, trallllng consisted 

only of being part of the final development of codes and procedures. One informal pilot 

test was performed and the results were discussed prior to the final examination and 

coding of the videos. 

r nstruments 

The Personal Attributes Questionnaire (P AQ; Spence & Helmreich, 1978) and the 

Bern Sex Role Inventory (BSRI; Bern, 1974) are the most frequently used measures for 

gender role (Holt & Ellis, 1998; Hudak, 1993; Oliver et al., 1998; McCreary et al., 1998). 

The BSRl index has been used for over two decade and has urvi ed retesting of the 

adjectives used as the variables for describing the more desirable man or, oman in today's 

society (Holt & Ellis, 1998). However, as these measures are for If-a essment or for 

assessing the social norm (Bern, 1974, 1981; Kolbe & Langefeld. 1993). th r earch r 

manipulated the measure by pulling out the adjective which related to fi mininity to 

describe the communal traits and those which related to masculinity to de cribe the agentic 

traits. The BSRJ re-valjdation test by Holt & Ellis ( 1998) had excluded th neutral 

adjectives and their findings revealed that the perceptions of gender roles have not 

changed in the last 20 years. Additionally, adjectives referring to interpersonal 

interractions as listed by Busby (1975) and Gump (1972) were also incorporated. 

A coding sheet was developed for a content analysis which included a count on the 

. M Id xhibited stereotypical traits number of scenes or times in wruch Scully or u ere, 



0 11aationalized in ways such as who ordered consoled dro th d'd h fi h · , , ve e car, 1 t e g ting or 

re cuing. and how often cully wore pants. 

Pre-test oflnstruments and Procedures 

One pilot study was done. A video chosen at random served as the instructional 

video. Following a discussion of definitions and counting methods for clarification or 

change, each coder individually tested the sample video 's coding sheet by watching the 

video alone. Discussion followed concerning the results and any differences or problems 

encountered during the test. Wording and counting procedures were adjusted to develop 

comfortable levels with the coding sheets and the methods of counting. Both coders felt 

comfortable and confident regarding the descriptions and instructions concerning the time 

to begin or end a count before the actual coding began. 

Procedures 

The hypotheses in this study assumed that the portrayal of the female FBI agent, 

Dana Scully, and the male FBI agent, Fox Mulder, did not noticeably depict counter

stereotypification. Interpersonal/relational actions as defined by Gump ( 1972), Busby 

( 1975), and Bern ( 1974, 1981) include the characteristics of yielding, cheerfulness, 

shyness, affectionate, loyal, sympathetic, sensitive, understanding. compassionate, 

· llibl hildlike loving gentle consoling and soothing, warm, soft-spoken, tender, gu e, c , , , 

counseling. Consequently, the coders observed both Mulder and Scully for 

d t d traits once per person per incident in interpersonal/relational actions. The co ers coun e 

i:. h d and returned to the same person in the same a given scene. If the camera 1ocus c ange 

sett ing. the trait was counted a second time. 



The way a woman dresses may display and h .. 
rogynous c aractenst1cs. While 

American society does not easily accept men wearing d . 
resses, society does accept pants 

for women's wear. However, wearing a dress still stresses the feminine side of a woman. 

A logical conclusion assumes when a woman wears pants h li , er persona ty stresses the 

masculine side. Therefore, this study chose a dress as stereotypical clothing for Scully. 

The coders counted on a per outfit basis. 

Masculine traits of self-reliance, defense of beliefs, independence, athletic ability, 

assertiveness, strong personality, forcefulness, analytical ability, leadership qualities, 

adventurousness, decisiveness, self-sufficiency, dominance, aggressiveness, individualistic, 

competitiveness, ambitiousness, and contentiousness were operationalized through four 

concrete types of action: physical aggression, giving orders, correcting partner, and 

driving. To measure physical aggression, the coders completed a count performed once 

per person per incident of violence, whether the person gave or received the violence. 

The incident had to include personal contact between the individuals. These masculine 

tra its further the perception of the male gender role which hypotheses fo ur through seven 

operationalize in the following ways. The coders counted the quantity of times that Scully 

received or gave orders. Including both verbal and nonverbal commands. the orders 

applied to anyone; furthermore, anyone could direct an order to Scully. The command 

form did not include suggestive phrases such as come on, let 's, look at, and think about, 

. 1 , t reaction Instead the order because the giver of these phrases does not a ways expec a · ' 

. · . Add"t" ally further descriptions req lllred a broader, outward physical response. 1 ion , 

. . d the number of times Mulder operat ionalized in ways that the research mvesttgate were 

. d h number of times she corrected 
comxted Scully's knowledge of affalfs as compare to t e 



him. The coders also counted the nwnber of times that Mulder drove the car when the 

two of them traveled together. If both Mulder and Scully got out of the car and then 

reentered, the reentry counted as another trip. Likewise, they counted the number of 

times Mulder saved Scully, or Scully saved Mulder. 

This research uses Gerbner's definitions for the following tem1S. A program 

comprises a single :fictional story presented in dramatic form (Gerbner et al. , 1978). The 

portrayal of violence involves using physical force against oneself or another causing hurt 

or death with or without weapons as part of the script's plot. A violent episode a a unit 

of analysis refers to a scene of any amount of violence which in olve th same 

participants. Any change in the cast of character or an change in camera focu from the 

current scene to another scene begins another epi ode. The violen mu t occur due to 

so me intent to hurt or to kill the other person or per on . Held against one · will for 

one' s own good such as rece iving unwanted medi al treatment do n t con titute a 

\'io lent episode. 

After \'iewing all of th~ \·ideos separately. the coder came together. omparcd. 

and discussed the results. 



CHAPTER3 

Results 

Table 1, Number oflnterpersonal Actions by Character, illustrates the outcome of 

Hypothesis 1, which predicted Scully would perform more interpersonal/relational actions 

than Mulder. The interpersonal/relational actions include yielding, cheerfulness, shyness, 

affectionate, loyal, sympathetic, sensitive, understanding, compassionate, soothing, soft

spoken, warm, tender, gullible, childlike, loving, gentle, consoling, and counseling. The 

coders observed Mulder and Scully for these interpersonal/relational actions by counting 

each trait performed once per person per incident in a given scene. The interrater 

reliability fo r this variable was 83. 7%. 

Table 1 

Number of Interpersonal Actions by Character 

Video Scully Mulder Total 

1 . "Eve" 3 4 7 

2. "Pilot" 5 3 8 

3. "Deep Throat" 
.., l 4 .) 

2 3 5 4. "Fallen Angel" 
1 4 5. "Ice" 3 
3 5 6. "Conduit" 2 
1 1 

7. "Darkness Falls" 0 
0 0 8. "The Erlenmeyer Flask" 0 
0 1 

9. "Squeeze" I 
0 0 0 I 0. ·'Tooms" 

0 3 
11. '·Beyond the Sea" 3 
12 ... E.B.E." 0 

17 39 
Total 22 

. . dividual rater counted the interpersonal 
Table 1 shows the number of tunes each 10 



actions per video per character and the overall totals. As illustrated by this table, 

interpersonal actions vary by episode; however, totals for each character do not vary 

greatly. The difference in exhibiting interpersonal actions between Mulder and Scully was 

not statistically significant (l = .032, 12 > .05). The data therefore failed to reject the null 

hypothesis. 

Table 2, Number of Forceful Activities, reveals the results for Hypothesis 2 which 

predicted that Mulder would perform more forceful activities than Scully. The coders 

observed and totaled each character's performance of forceful activities. 

Table 2 

Number of Forceful Activities by Character 

Video Scully Mulder Total 

l . "Eve" 3 4 7 

2. "Pilot" 1 2 

3. "Deep Throat" 4 4 8 

4. '·Fallen Angel" 2 6 8 
4 6 5. "Ice" 2 
0 0 

6. "Conduit" 0 

7. "Darkness Falls" 0 0 0 

8. "The Erlenmeyer Flask'' 0 I 

3 4 
9. "Squeeze" 

4 0 4 
I 0. "Tooms" 2 
11. "Beyond the Sea" 1 

2 
12. "E.B.E." 

20 24 44 
Total 

. . t ical masculine characteristics 
These fo rceful activities operat ionalized the stereo yp 

d thletic ability assertiveness, strong 
of se lf-reliance defense of own beliefs, indepen ence, a ' 

' 
. . . leadership qualit ies, adventurousness, 

personality, forcefulness, analytical ability, 



decisiveness, self-sufficiency, dominance, masculinity, aggressiveness, individuality, 

competitiveness, ambitiousness, and contentiousness. This activity required physical 

contact. The character could either give or receive the violence. The coders counted each 

activity of physical contact once per person per incident. Examples include scuflling and 

grabbing. The interrater reliability for all counts was I 00%. 

Although the total forceful activities rat slight! higher fo r th maJe hara t r than 

fo r the female character, the margin is smaU and little diffi r nc x.i ts t·w n hara t r 

within individual videos. The difference between uldcr and ully in fi rcefu l ti,i ti 

not statistically significant (i = .032, > .0 ). Th data fail t · t th null 

hypothesis. 

Table 3 illustrates t c ut m ~ t h f l ! h · ,,h1· hp · 1· tcd : ulh.· w ul w~ar 

Table . 

umber f 'lathing hangc. , 

\ ' iJeo Pi.l nts 

1. "l·\ ·e" 
2. "Pilot .. 
> ··l)ccp Throat" ' 
4. ··Fa llen nl.!cl" 
5. ··1ce·· 
6. "Conduit" 
7. ··narknes Falls" 0 

8. ··The Erlenmeyer Fla k" 
9. ··:4ucczc" 

I 0. ·--room ... 
11 . ··1k\'Ond the . cu·· 
12. ··F .B.E ... 

lo t~il 

0 
0 

I: 

thcr 

0 
I 
0 
0 

0 
I 

0 
0 

0 
0 

.., 

l I 

0 

I 

19 



ski1is more than she wore pants. The coders counted each occurrence once per change of 

clothing. The interrater reliability for these variables was 93 .9%. 

Nineteen outfits were undistinguishable as the camera never panned below the 

waist and two outfits were pajamas. Although totals reveal the wearing of pants more 

than do uble the use of skirts, the difference was not statistically significant (i = 1.584, Q > 

.05). Therefore, the data failed to reject the null hypothesis. 

Table 4, Number of Orders Given and Received by Character, shows the results 

for Hypothesis 4 which predicted Scully wo uld receive more orders than she gave. The 

coders counted the number of occurrences of giving orders and receiving orders for both 

Scully and Mulder. The interrater re liability is 77 .8%. The e commands might include 

verbal directives such as a direct address, or nonverbal act ions such as a jerk of the head 

indicating a move in a certain direction. Scully could both give ord r to anyo ne and 

receive orders fro m anyone. A suggestion encompasses the command form including the 

tone of vo ice. For example, Sc ully's command r may say, ··J ugg t ou do as told'' in a 

fo rcefu l tone of voice, and Scully perceives the statement an order. Order do not include 

come on let's look at and think about. An order require a phy ical re P ns whi h ==-::=' _, ~'-'--'---'=' 

begins or carries through during the entire episode. 

ScuUy shows a larger total fo r giving orders. but order arc ele at d fo r ··o P 

• · · d ceiving orders within the Throar· and "Conduit" episodes. The character s g1vmg an r 



Table 4 

1umbcr of Orders Given and R . d ece1ve by Character 

Scully Mulder Gives Receives 
Video Gives Receives Gives Receives Total Total 

I. "Eve" 2 1 2 
2. ·'Pilot" 1 2 

3 3 
2 3 

3. "Deep Throat" 9 1 
3 5 

4. "Fallen Angel" 
3 10 4 

1 3 3 1 4 4 
5. "lee" 5 0 4 0 9 0 
6. "Conduit" 9 1 1 0 10 1 
7. "Darkness Falls" 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8. "The Erlenmeyer Flask" 0 0 0 1 0 
9. "Squeeze" 1 0 2 0 3 0 

10. "Tooms" 0 0 0 1 0 I 
11. "Beyond the Sea" 4 3 0 5 3 
12. "E.B.E." 0 3 2 3 2 6 

Total 33 14 17 13 47 27 

other individual episodes closely total each other. The difference in giving and receiving 

orders between Mulder and Scully was not statistically significant (i = .389, n > .05). 

The data therefore failed to reject the null hypothesis. 

Number of Times Scully and Mulder Correct Each Other illustrated in Table 5 

shows the results for Hypothesis 5 which predicted Mulder would correct Scully's 

knowledge of affairs more than she corrected him. A content analysis, done to obtain the 

number of times which Scully corrected Mulder and the number of times Mulder corrected 

her, reflects the coders' findings, as demonstrated in Table 5. The interrater reliability for 

all counts was 100%. 



I he 1ntal numhcr of correct ions h . 
. . per c aractcr lllclincs to remain even, although a 

~hllh1 111crca. c occurs 111 the number oft" M 
~ imes ulder corrected Scully. The difference 

Table 5 

Number of Times Scull d M y an ulder Correct Each Other 

Scully Mulder 
Corrects Corrects 

Video Mulder Scully Total 

l . ·'Eve' ' 3 5 
2. "Pilot" 

8 
3 3 6 

3. ''Deep Throat" 3 3 6 
4. ·'fallen Angel" 2 2 4 
5. --I ce" 0 0 0 
6. "Conduit" 0 2 2 
7. "Darkness Falls" 0 0 0 
8. 'T he Erlenmeyer Flask" 2 1 3 
9. "Squeeze" 2 2 4 

10. "Tooms" 1 0 1 
11 . --Beyond the Sea" 0 1 1 
12. "E.B.E." 2 1 3 

Total 18 20 38 

was stat ist ically not significant Ci = .006, 12 > .05). The data therefore failed to reject the 

nu ll hypothesis. 

Table 6, Number of Times Each Character Drives the Car, illustrates the results of 

I lypothesis 6 wruch predicted Mulder would drive the car more when both Scully and 

Mulder travelled together. As seen in Table 6, a large variance occurs in the number of 

times Mulder drove over the number of times Scully drove. Of the occurrences where 

Sc ully dro, e. only one episode. '-E.B.E. ," showed Scully signing the rental agreement 

v,hcn returning the car. I Iowcver, no one was ever shown driving the car. 



Table 6 

umber of Times E I Ch . · ac 1 aracter Dnves the Car 

Video 

I . --Eve" 
2. '·PiJof' 
3. "Deep Throat" 
4. "Fallen Angel" 
5. ·'[ce·' 
6. "Conduit" 
7. "Darkness Falls" 
8. "The Erlenmeyer Flask" 
9. "Squeeze" 

10. ·Tooms" 
1 1. "Beyond the Sea" 
12. "E.B.E." 

Total 

Scully 

0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

4 

Mulder 

6 
4 
5 
1 
0 
5 
1 
0 

1 
0 
3 

27 

Total 

6 
4 
6 
1 
0 
5 
1 

4 

31 

One time when Scully drove the car, it was her car and she was dropping off Mulder. 

Another occurred in an episode in which she saved Mulder, and his injuries prevented him 

fro m driving. Despite the intricacies of coding this variable, the interrater reliability was 

I 00%. Even though the data show Mulder as more than six times as likely to drive as 

Scully, ·when a x2 was calculated, it did not show the difference between the two as 

statistically significant (i = 1.1 O 1, 12 > .05). The data therefore failed to reject the null 

hypothesis. 

Table 7, Number of Times Scully and Mulder Save Each Other, shows the 

results of Hypothesis 7 which predicted Mulder would save Scully more than she saved 

l · 1' · · · · Th J al little difference exists in the 
11m. he mterrater rchabil1ty was l 00%. e tota s reve 



total number of times Scully and Mulder save each other. This difference was not 

statistica\\y significant (i = .222, Q > .05). The data therefore failed to reject the null 

hypothesis. 

Table 7 

Number of Times Scully and Mulder Save Each Other 

Scully Mulder 
Saves Saves 

Video Mulder Scully Total 

1. "Eve" 0 1 1 

2. "Pilot" 0 0 0 

3. "Deep Throat" 0 

4. "Fallen Angel" 1 0 1 

5. "lee" 0 0 0 

6. "Conduit" 0 0 0 

7. "Darkness Falls" 0 0 0 

8. "The Erlenmeyer Flask" 1 0 1 

9. "Squeeze" 0 1 1 

1 0 1 
10. "Tooms" 0 0 
11. "Beyond the Sea" 0 

0 0 0 
12. '·E.B.E." 

4 2 6 
Total 



CHAPTER4 

Discussion 

Today nearly everyone lives to some extent in the world of television. Research 

Presented earlier has demonstrated belief in television's bem· g an alt d d un ere an accurate 

picture of real life. It has also demonstrated the powerful effect television programs have 

on its watchers, whether children, teenagers, or adults (Neto & Pinto, 1998). It affects 

one's beliefs, attitudes, and values. According to A. C. Nielsen, people watch between 28 

to 41 hours of television a week (World Almanac, 2001). This translates into more than 

2,400 hours per year, the most time consuming activity besides sleeping (International 

Television Almanac, 1990, p. 26-A). This constant drip of images can change one's 

perception of the world. People rely on television to understand and interpret their lives, 

shape images, and set boundaries (Coltrane & Messineo, 2000). These images and 

boundaries can be gender-based stereotypes or prejudices and are passed on through 

television. 

Television has also become the popular babysitter of choice for many parents. 

Research based on Bandura's Social Learning Theory, such as that done by Bandura and 

Hicks, has shown that children use television to understand appropriate behavior and their 

. . . (B b 1974) This influence makes the study of sex roles because they learn by urutatlon us Y, · 

television's effect on it viewers a vital area for researchers. 

h television tend to be more Morgan ( 1982) found that students who watc more 

sexist. Research cited by Holt & Ellis (1 998) demonstrated that college students' 

. h arl 20 years since Morgan· s 
perceptions of gender ro les have not changed mt e ne Y 

. C d b Kimball (1986) who 
findings. Signorielli ( 1989) refers to research done 111 ana a Y 



studied children's perceptions to sex ro les before tel · · d ft . . 
ev1s1on an a er telev1s1on. Children 

who saw no television had less sex-typed perceptions t 1 h . 
0 sex ro es t an they did after 

watchjng television fo r two years. Based on research done over nearly 50 years of 

television watching, content of programs has a definite effect 
O 

If • f 
n se -perceptions o the 

watchers. According to the researchers, the importance of the social learning theory 

describes heavy viewers, girls, and children as the most influenced groups in their images 

about sex roles (Lafky et al. , 1996; Potter, 1993). However, even men and women 

internalize both masculine and feminine gender roles into their self-concepts (McCreary et 

al. , 1998). For this reason, it is imperative that researchers continue their studies. 

Of the 24 programs that were produced for the opening year, 12 were studied in 

this research. In trus study Hypothesis 1, though originally appearing to be easily judged 

by the raters, ended with a rugh variance on one video. It is interesting to note that when 

the male performed the interpersonal actions, it did not appear to be quite as difficult to 

judge as when the female was doing it. Possibly, both raters being female caused them to 

take for granted interpersonal actions of Scully while those of Mulder stood out as being 

more unusual. 

Hypothesis 2 suggested that Mulder would perform more forceful activities than 

Scully. The total occurrences did suggest that Mulder was the more powerful figure. 

. ... him than for Scully The others However, only one program had a rugher count 1or · 

showed consistent numbers for both. Once again, Chris Clark appeared to have 

accomplished rus goal of androgynous characters. 

. ... . . ersus androgynous clothing. The 
Hypothesis 3 tested Scully's weanng 1errurune v 

. lm 1 the same 1 o for pants and 8 for 
number of times Scully wore pants or a skirt was a os ' 



skirt s. However, any skirt that was wom was in a bu · . 
smess SUit. She never wore any item 

of clothing that could be considered sexy She even • 
· wore paJamas rather than a 

ru·ghtgown Future research involving annual ha • 
· c nge progression of the character should 

be able to identify any changes that have occurred in her wardrobe. 

Hypothesis 4 investigated the number oftimes each chara t · d c er gave or receive 

orders. The tally is higher for Scully than for Mulder, with one episode ranking unusually 

high. The script had a good deal to do with this as it focused on Mulder's getting himself 

into trouble. Scully had to rescue him and issued many orders in the process. More 

programs would have to be watched to ascertain a definitive conclusion, but for this study 

the content analysis did demonstrate that Chris Carter had achieved his goal for 

androgyny. 

Hypothesis 5 was the number of times Scully and Mulder corrected each other. 

Although it was expected that Mulder would correct Scully much more than she would 

correct him, the totals were only two higher. In fact, each video nearly totaled the same 

for each character. 

Only Hypothesis 6 concerning the number of times Mulder or Scully drove the car 

showed a definite preference of male over female in the control area of driving the car. 

This could be due to the sample size and it is recommended that a larger sample size be 

used in future studies. Also, script differences can affect the characters and how they 

reac t. A further study of script requirements could prove valuable. 

· Id S ully more than she saved him. Hypothesis 7 suggested that Mulder wou save c 

Both characters saved 
However, the numbers maintained a near equality of occurrences. 

other people more than each other. 



"Beauty is in the eye of the beholder" may be the reason for the lack of extensive 

research in the area of beauty. ln "Pilot" Scully has a plain hairstyle and little makeup. In 

the next episode she is attractive, with a more flattering hairstyle and her makeup is done 

to take the accent off her nose, which is not the best part of her face, and put the accent 

on her eyes. Future research in this area might be beneficial. 

Since the coders' ages and nationalities vary, cultural and age differences may 

affect the results ofthis study (see Coltrane & Messineo, 2000, on the nuances of sex-role 

portrayal). Any future studies should include male coders to prevent prejudice due to 

sexual orientation by both the current female coders. 
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Appendix I 

"Beyond the Sea." Writ. Glen Morgan & James Wong Dir D •ct N 
J 7 1994 · · avi utter. The X-Files. FOX. an. , · 

"Conduit. " Writ. Alex Gansa & Howard Gordon. Dir. Daniel Sackh • Th . 
FOX. Oct. 1, 1993. e1m. e X-Files. 

"Darkness Falls." Writ. Chris Carter. Dir. Joe Napolitano. The X-Files. FOX. Apr. lS, 
1994. 

"Deep Throat." Writ. Chris Carter. Dir. Daniel Sackheim. The X-Files. FOX. Sept. 17 
I 993. 

··E.B.E. " Writ. Glen Morgan & James Wong. Dir. William Graham. The X-File . FO . 
Feb. 18, 1994. 

--The Erlenmeyer Flask.' ' Writ. Chris Carter. Dir. R. W. Goodwin. The -Fil . FO . 
May 13 , 1994. 

"Eve." Writ. Kenneth Biller and Chris Brancato. Dir. Fr d G r r. Th 
Dec. 10, 1993 

··Fallen Angel.'' Writ. Howard Gordon and Al x Gansa. Dir. La 
FOX. Nov. 19, 1993. 

"Ice:· Writ. Glen Morgan & James Wong. 
5. 1993. 

"Pilot.· · Writ. Chris Carter. Dir. Robert Mand I. Th -fil . FO · ept. I 0. I 

"Squeeze.·· Writ. Glen Morgan & Jan1es Wong. Dir. Harry Long lr l. Th 

FOX. Sept. 24. 1993 . 

-Fil 

·Tooms. " Writ. Glen Morgan & Jame Wong. Dir. David utter. Th 
Apr. 22 . 1994. 

-Fil . f 



Appendix 11 

Guide & Scoring Sheet 

Hypothesis l: Scully will perform more interpersonal/ l t· al . . . re a 10n actions 1 conso ling, counseling, than Mulder. , .e., 

Both Mulder and Scully are checked for performing interp 11 1 
. . 

. ffi .. ersona re ational actions 
(yieldmg cheerful, shy, a ectuonate, flatterable loyal sympatheti·c •t· h ' . . ' , , sens1 1ve to t e needs 
of others, understand mg, compassionate, eager to soothe hurt feeling ft k 

· · · d s, so -spo en, warm, 
tender, gullible: childlike, oes not use harsh language, loves children, gentle, consoles, 
counsels) . Traits are counted once per person per incident. 

Mulder ------ Scully --------

Hypothesis 2: Mulder will perform more forceful activities, i.e. , fighting, than Scully. 

Each character is observed for performing more forceful activities (self-reliant, 
defends own beliefs, independent, athletic, assertive, strong personality, forceful, 
analytical, has leadership abilities, willing to take risks, makes decisions easily, self
suflicient, dominant, masculine, willing to take a stand, aggressive, acts as a leader 
individualistic, competitive, ambitious, fights). This activity has to be physical. The 
person can be the giver or receiver of the violence. This activity is counted once per 
person per incident. It can involve scuffling and grabbing. 

Mulder - -----
Scully ______ _ 

Hypothesis 3: Scully will wear skirts more than she wears pants. 
Occurrences are counted once per change of clothing. 

Pants Dress/Skirt Other ___ _ can·t tell ----
---- ----

Hypothesis 4: Scully will receive more orders than she gives. 

Mulder: Gives -----
Scully: 

Gives ____ _ 

Receives ----
Receives. ___ _ 

. to anyone and anyone can give an 
Can be verbal or nonverbal. Order can be given D ot m· elude "come on," 

. d fi rm oes n 
order to hinvher. "Suooestion" must be m comman ° · . al sponse 

oo · hys1c re · 
"Let's," "Look at ," "Think about." Order must requ!fe a P 



1---!hm _ 0 otuhive~sis 5: Mulder will correct Scully's knowledge of affairs more th h 
~ . an s e corrects 

hun. 

Mulder corrects Scully ___ _ Scully corrects Mulder 
----

Hypothesis 6: Mulder will driv~ the car more when the two of them are together. 
Count one per tnp. 

Mulder ___ _ Scully ___ _ 

Hypothesis 7: Mulder will save Scully more than she saves him. 
Can be to get him/her out of jail. 

Mulder saves Scully ___ _ Scully saves Mulder _ __ _ 
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